
Mr Fothergill’s Metal Hook Stand and POS Assembly Instructions 
 
Stand components 
 

• Foot 
• Bottom section  
• Top section 
• Black Correx backing cards x 2 
• Header card 
• Vertical POS card 

 
Stand assembly 
 

1. The metal stands are very easy to assemble consisting of just three parts that push-fit together at two 
spigot points.  

 
2. Start with the foot placed on the floor. Fit the bottom section to the foot by location one side first then 

the other. Keeping both sides level press the bottom section down into place. The curve of the foot is 
the front. The hooks should be sloping down.  

 
3. Next fit the top section to the bottom section again location one side first, then the other and keeping 

the whole thing level as it is pressed down into place. 
 

4. The black Correx cards can now be fitted. There are two cards per stand. They are both the same so it 
does not matter where they are fitted but they do have a correct way up. Each card has two tabs on 
either side. These fit into the slots cut into the metal frame of the stand. Fit one side of the card first 
then the other bending it slightly to fit the tabs into the slots. Start with the top card. When correctly 
fitted there should be a gap of about 5mm between the top of the card and the stand top. Follow with 
the second Correx card fitting it in the same manner. The top of this should be flush to the bottom of 
the top card. 

 
POS material 
 

1. Vertical POS cards are provided for every pair of stands (M2 to M8 collections). These locate between 
stands and are attached by cable ties. Every set of cards has a reference printed on it indicating what 
order they should be placed in. For example the M8 has 7 cards with references starting with M8 1A 
and finishing with M8 7A. They start at ‘1A’ on the left hand side (facing the display). 

 
2. Attach each card using the cable ties provided. There are 8 per card. Thread the cable tie through the 

punched holes in the card and around the metal frame of the side of the stand. Make sure the cable at 
the top is attached just above the second row of hooks. The top of the POS card should be level with 
the top of the metal stand. Continue to work down the card attaching all ties. The protruding ‘tails’ of 
the ties can be cut off with wire cutters of scissors. 
 

 
Header cards 
 

1. Header cards attach to the stand by slotting the two tabs on the bottom of the card into the 
corresponding two slots cut in the top of the stand frame.  
 

2. Each seed collection has a mix of double sided cards. Flower cards should be placed above the 
flowers seeds, Vegetable cards above the vegetable packets and where there is a mix there is a 
combined flower and vegetable card. For the largest collection you will also find a pea and bean card 
for above these packets. 
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